
LEC Meeting 10/31

Call to Order

Obligation

Approval of the minutes: Summer Fellowship

Program: Very good event, tons of new games, and implemented them in very well.

AIA: All of the ceremonies went very well this weekend

VCI: Passed through 9 brothers 70 Ordeals 50 brotherhoods

Secretary: Tanawa will be coming out shortly

Treasurer: Trading post-sales did well

Cherokee: No New business

Chester: No New business

Lancaster: No New business

Spartan: No New business

York: No New business

Old Business: The ceremony medals we do have in hand.

The LEC did approve moving away from the chapter cook team instead we have a set cook team.

New business: Thank you from Mr. Combs, he wanted to appreciate the bothers who helped with the

service that was done, not able to be completed in two hours but will continue to work on for later But

very pleased with what was completed.

Cole motioned to have a Flixer account for the Lodge. Seconded by Hepp

Discussion: Approve a Flixer account for the lodge due to not many people having Facebook (where all of

the Photos are currently being posted). It would be more expensive- $60 per year for unlimited photos.

Motion to have a Flixer Account for the Lodge passes 9-0

Anthony motioned an open discussion for 2022 NOAC patches. Seconded by Ian.

Discussion: 4 Patch ideas were posed will later vote on 3 for the fundraiser, Plus a neckerchief and slide

were also posed.

Motion for 2022 NOAC Patches Passes 9-0

Updates:

Trading post: The trading post is completely out of 2 per life flaps. We will need to determine if we make

a new design, keep the old one, or get rid of it completelyResitriced flaps for vigil are down to 27.



Lodge banquet: Lancaster is hosting; Sparten is back up

Cook Team Recognized

Lodge Adviser Minute:

Mr. Summers: members should be very proud of themselves for the work that was provided. To the LEC

this year, good job, Bounced back from Covid, and thank you for the leadership. Great slate for the 2022

LEC members. 2022 is going to be a great year. And Thank you to the adults for making this possible.

Staff adviser minute:

Mr. Thomas: Really felt like it was a great weekend and looking forward to working with the new LEC

members and wanted to say thank you to the advisors.

Meeting Adjourned


